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Abstract

Introduction
Critical Care is a specialty in medicine providing a service for severely ill and high-risk patients
who, due to the nature of their condition, may require long periods recovering after discharge.
Consequently, focus on the routine data collection carried out in Intensive Care Units (ICUs) leads
to reporting that is confined to the critical care episode and is typically insensitive to variation in
individual patient pathways through critical care to recovery.

A resource which facilitates efficient research into interactions with healthcare services
surrounding critical admissions, capturing the complete patient’s healthcare trajectory from primary
care to non-acute hospital care prior to ICU, would provide an important longer-term perspective for
critical care research.

Objective
To describe and apply a reproducible methodology that demonstrates how both routine
administrative and clinically rich critical care data sources can be integrated with primary and
secondary healthcare data to create a single dataset that captures a broader view of patient care.

Method
To demonstrate the INTEGRATE methodology, it was applied to routine administrative and clinical
healthcare data sources in the Secure Anonymised Data Linking (SAIL) Databank to create a dataset
of patients’ complete healthcare trajectory prior to critical care admission. SAIL is a national, data
safe haven of anonymised linkable datasets about the population of Wales.

Results
When applying the INTEGRATE methodology in SAIL, between 2010 and 2019 we observed 91,582
critical admissions for 76,019 patients. Of these, 90,632 (99%) had an associated non-acute hospital
admission, 48,979 (53%) had an emergency admission, and 64,832 (71%) a primary care interaction
in the week prior to the critical care admission.

Conclusion
This methodology, at population scale, integrates two critical care data sources into a single dataset
together with data sources on healthcare prior to critical admission, thus providing a key research
asset to study critical care pathways.
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Introduction

Increasing volumes of electronic healthcare data are being
collected on a routine basis by clinical and administrative
health systems and represent a valuable resource for research
[1–6]. Given the complexities of critical illness and of critical
care monitoring and interventions, Intensive Care Units (ICUs)
and High Dependency Units (HDUs) represent a particularly
data-rich environment [7, 8].

Existing critical care data collection and reporting is
typically insensitive to variation in individual patient pathways
prior to the admission and recovery from critical illness,
with an emphasis focusing overwhelmingly on the patient’s
stay in critical care, and to a lesser extent the non-
acute hospital or emergency episode [9, 10] that may have
preceded it. Furthermore, in the UK, standard critical care
data collection coordinated by the Intensive Care National
Audit and Research Centre (ICNARC), has historically been
relatively selective in capture of past medical history and
health status and does not routinely report on longer-term
outcomes [11].

The integration of clinical critical care data with
other existing administrative healthcare data sources may
therefore provide an important longer-term perspective
and create an opportunity to define more thoroughly a
patient’s clinical journey, such as the healthcare interactions
prior to critical illness, or subsequent re-admission after
hospital discharge. Integration of additional data on chronic
illnesses and health status would provide a longitudinal
platform to study healthcare trajectories before and after
critical illness, and to support research into “survivorship”
[12, 13].

While attempts to link multiple data sources relating to
a critical care episode must address a number of common
issues (e.g. data systems access, “cleaning,” data resource
linkage, and patient privacy [10, 13–15]), such integration
could provide a rich “research ready resource”, primed for
interrogation once appropriate governance requirements have
been met [16–20]. Requirements for timely data provision
to enable novel research and inform quality improvement
initiatives have been brought even more sharply into focus
by the COVID-19 pandemic [21, 22].

Objectives

The paper has two main objectives:

1. Describing a transparent and reproducible methodology
(INTEGRATE) which can be applied to both routine
administrative and clinically rich, critical care data
sources to integrate and combine them into a single,
enhanced dataset for research.

2. Applying the INTEGRATE methodology to the data
held in the SAIL Databank (https://saildatabank.com)
to demonstrate the value and range of admission data
made available and to describe the advantages this has
for critical care research.

Method

Data sources

The INTEGRATE methodology has been designed to run
within a Trusted Research Environment (TRE) and is
contingent on the availability of appropriate critical care and
healthcare data sources. The SAIL Databank is the TRE in
which the methodology is demonstrated, details of which are
found below, together with a description of the data sources
upon which the methodology is applied.

SAIL databank

The Secure Anonymised Information Linkage (SAIL) Databank
is a privacy-protecting, remotely accessible Trusted Research
Environment, containing de-identified, continuously updated,
individual-level, routinely collected health and social care data
about the population of Wales; approximately 3.2 million
people [24–27].

Data in the SAIL Databank are de-identified by a trusted
third party and access is gained through a privacy-protecting
safe haven and remote access system called the SAIL Gateway.

The SAIL Databank provides access to linkable,
anonymised data from primary and secondary care health
systems for residents, living in Wales, and all those receiving
treatment in NHS Wales services. Within this environment, it
is possible to link together different sources of health data at
individual level, using an Anonymised Linkage Field (ALF).

Table 1 lists the SAIL data sources which underpin the
INTEGRATE methodology and which have been used to
demonstrate it.

The date when data sources become available in the SAIL
Databank varies over time.

Table 1 provides the overall coverage available in the
individual data sources, a description of each data source and
the frequency with which it is updated.

Critical care data sources

The SAIL Databank contains two independent data sources
that record clinical and administrative details of critical care
episodes for patients:

1. Intensive Care National Audit & Research Centre data
(ICNARC) [11].

2. The Critical Care Minimum Dataset (CCDS) provided
by Digital Health Care Wales (DHCW) [28].

Both data sources record details of a patient’s admission to
critical care.

ICNARC was established in the mid 1990’s to collect
detailed clinical data for patients admitted to a care critical
unit. ICNARC’s goal is to assist in the development of effective
practices in the management of critical care and treatments
[29, 33]. The first set of ICUs joined the programme in 1995
and by 2005 there were over 500,000 patients in the database;
in the subsequent period, the number of cases added to
the programme has steadily increased. ICNARC provides a
particularly rich clinical data source in relation to the first 24
hours in critical care.
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Table 1: Data sources available in the SAIL Databank which are used to underpin the methodology

SAIL data∗∗ Data source Data source Start date
source full name description of coverage

ADDE Annual district death extract Monthly update – Office for national
statistics (ONS) deaths register

January 2003

CCDS Critical care data set Monthly update – Critical care
admissions and details

April 2006

EDDS Emergency department data set Monthly update – emergency
department events

April 2008

ICNC Intensive care national audit &
research centre (ICNARC)

Quarterly update – ICNARC
admissions and details

April 2009

PEDW Patient episode database for wales Weekly update – in-patient hospital
admissions and details

January 1995

WDSD Welsh demographic service dataset Weekly update – wales population
registration and residence history, and
demographic details

January 1990

WLGP Welsh longitudinal general practice Monthly update – primary care
general practice events* and details

January 1990

∗primary care, general practice event includes records for any interactions with primary care such as visits, prescriptions, diagnoses,
test results and administrative actions.
∗∗Further details on the abbreviations used can be found in Supplementary Appendix 2.

The Critical Care Minimum Dataset (CCDS) is a summary
of the organ support modalities received during the critical
care admission. It is a nationally mandated collation of
primarily administrative data, exported from Welsh ICUs and
the Patient Episode Database for Wales (PEDW) on a monthly
basis.

Ideally, the data in ICNARC should reflect the locally
captured data in CCDS. However, this is not always the
case and for various reasons there are sometimes admissions
recorded in one but not both data sources.

By combining admissions common to both data sources,
we can identify duplicate admissions for a patient and reduce
them to a single record while capturing those admissions
present in one data source and not in the other. This ensures
that all available admissions from both sources are captured
into a single dataset while still maintaining the pseudo-
anonymised identity Anonymised Linkage Field (ALF) of the
patient, the source(s) of the admission data, and the date of
the admission.

Description of the INTEGRATE
methodology

The methodology is designed to capture all available critical
care admissions from ICNARC and CCDS data sources into a
single research ready dataset. This captures the Anonymised
Linkage Fields for individuals, the source(s) of the admission
data, and the date of the critical admission. The date for
a critical care admission is utilised to search through other
healthcare data sources for any activity recorded within a
chosen time frame which is adjacent to or near the date of
the critical care admission. This enables a broader view of
patient care to be created. Furthermore, the time frame for
the search can be adapted to the specific requirements of the
research question.

This approach has been developed to allow maximum
flexibility in the way the methodology can be applied, however,
certain parameters will need to be defined beforehand and are
dependent on the specific research question.

The project-dependent parameters of the methodology are:

• The period over which the critical care admissions are
to be studied

• The time frame around the critical care admission date
in which to search for other healthcare interactions

• The inclusion/exclusion criteria relating to characteristics
of the critical care patients to be studied .

There are two stages to the methodology. These are
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 below and describe how the
tables in the SAIL Databank are used to identify patients and
their critical care admissions.

Stage 1: Identification of patients and integration
of their critical care admissions from two critical
care data sources.

During Stage 1, admissions from the two critical care
data sources are extracted and the common admissions (those
matched on both the ALF and critical care admission date)
are merged into a single record and flagged as ‘INTGRT’
indicating they represent a common, integrated admission
between the two data sources. Additional single admissions
from either data source are then added and flagged with
the appropriate identifier (either ‘CCDS’ or ‘ICNARC’),
indicating they originate from the CCDS or the ICNARC data
respectively. The two fields ‘ALF plus critical care admission
date’ then form a unique identifier for each admission.

Additional demographic details are then added as required.
This is dependent on the data sources available in the
supporting TRE. For example, birth details, sex, date of death
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and main and underlying causes of death can be found in
SAIL with linkage to the Office for National Statistics records.
Given their importance for understanding a patient’s clinical
journey through critical care, it is also possible to add further
background details to include frailty and /or comorbidity scores
from primary or secondary care data [32].

This completes Stage 1, where a dataset of critical
care patients has been identified with their admission dates
captured from both critical care data sources and where
additional project defined background details have been added.
As the methodology captures every critical care admission for
an individual, an admission sequence number is assigned so
multiple admissions can also be identified and examined.

Stage 2: Extraction of admission dates for the
supporting healthcare events adjacent to each
critical care admission.

Stage 2 uses the Stage 1 integrated spine of critical care
admissions and the unique ‘ALF plus critical care admission
date’ to capture adjacent or proximate non-acute hospital and
emergency admission dates and the dates of recent primary
care interactions. The time frame around which this supporting
data is captured can be determined beforehand and adapted
to examine events and admissions before or after the critical
care admission. Table 6 in the Results section below, shows an
example of how it is possible to capture the nearest non-acute
hospital admission dates, emergency admission dates and the
most recent primary care interactions in the week prior to the
critical care admission.

The dates extracted at Stage 2 are then merged into the
record for each critical care admission based on ‘ALF plus
critical care admission date’. The critical admissions data
together with the healthcare events around that admission
date build a broader picture of the patient’s trajectory through
the healthcare system and create a spine of all the dates of
related healthcare interactions.

In addition, a further advantage is that all of the original,
underlying data in the supporting data sources are still
accessible and can be linked back to and examined by using
the ‘ALF and the admission/event date’ for that data source.

Details of INTEGRATE dataset produced by applying
this methodology and the fields it contains can be found in
Supplementary Appendix 1.

The following section describes the application of the
methodology using SAIL data sources and comments on some
of the practical factors to be considered.

Demonstrating the methodology in SAIL

The data sources available in SAIL to which this methodology
is applied are described in Table 1. RECORD guidelines [23]
have been followed.

ICNARC data in SAIL contains admissions for all patients
admitted to Welsh Intensive Care Units. That includes those
who are residents of Wales, as well as those who reside outside
Wales. It also includes admissions to any non-Welsh Intensive
Care Unit for residents living in Wales. As only individuals
living in Wales, who are treated within a Welsh hospital, can
be linked to the wider, individual level resources in SAIL,
all persons living outside Wales were excluded, as were the
residents in Wales treated in non-Welsh hospitals.

To demonstrate the methodology, the characteristics
chosen for the critical care patients were individuals resident in
Wales, treated in Welsh hospitals, aged 17 years and over. The
study period chosen was January 2010 to December 2019. To
capture adjacent healthcare interactions in Stage 2, a period
of 7 days prior to the critical care admission date was chosen.

Results

Given the parameters above, Table 2 provides details on
the number of critical care admissions captured by the
INTEGRATE methodology. This includes the number of
integrated admissions common to both ICNARC and CCDS
and the number of unmatched admissions recorded in CCDS
or ICNARC only.

Summary of the critical care patients

A brief analysis of the 76,019 unique individuals who were
admitted to critical care between 2010 and 2019 showed that
41,461 (55%) were male and 34,558 (45%) were female.

Some 36,250 (48%) died within the study period after their
last admission to critical care; of those, 15,812 died within 14
days of their last critical care admission, and 10,352 died after
1 year.

The majority of patients were in the older age groups when
first admitted to critical care, as shown in Table 3.

Some 64,769 (85%) of the patients have a single admission
to critical care. However, a number of patients have multiple
admissions recorded, as seen in Table 4.

Summary of the critical care admissions

The tables below provide background details on the critical
care admissions that can be captured by the methodology.
These include deprivation quintiles, based on residency on
the date of the critical care admission and the number of
critical care admissions with accompanying data on non-acute
hospital, and/or emergency admissions and interactions with
primary care, in the week prior to that critical care admission.

Table 5 shows that critical admissions occur more often in
the more deprived quintiles than the least deprived quintiles
of the population.

Table 6 shows the level of supporting data captured by
the methodology from non-cute hospital and/or emergency
admissions and primary care interactions in the week before
critical care admission.

Comments

The INTEGRATE methodology is designed to combine critical
care admission records from two independent critical care data
sources into a single dataset. It enhances the data by also
capturing any non-acute or emergency hospital admission or
primary care interactions immediately prior to the critical care
admission.

This not only provides a snapshot of the events leading up
to the critical care event but also facilitates the linkage back
to the respective, supporting healthcare data sources (non-
acute hospital, emergency, and primary care interactions).
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Figure 1: Stage 1 of the INTEGRATE methodology: This illustrates how critical care patients are identified and in which source
their critical care admissions are captured and flagged

Figure 2: Stage 2 of the INTEGRATE methodology: This illustrates how the proximate or adjacent non-acute hospital and emergency
admission dates and interactions with primary care services can be identified and merged into the final data set

This allows a more detailed examination into pathways
of care and the specific characteristics and underlying
conditions of the critical care patient recorded in other data
sources.

However, there are a number of practical considerations
when applying the methodology to the data sources in the
SAIL Databank.

As mentioned previously, not all Welsh Intensive Care Units
contributed to the ICNARC programme from the outset and

there have been a small number of breaks in ICNARC data
collection due to site staffing shortages. In such circumstances,
admission episodes will have been more readily captured
within the local routine administrative CCDS data, leading
to some discrepancies between the locally recorded cases
and those in ICNARC. However, with a more consistent
contribution from hospitals over time, such discrepancies
have become less frequent. For example, just under 93%
of the critical care admissions are common to both data
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Table 2: The number of critical care admissions and unique individuals admitted to critical care recorded in each data source

Data source Admissions Patients

Critical care admissions unique to the ICNARC data 1,349 (1%) 1,325 (1%)
Common, integrated admissions recorded in both ICNARC and CCDS 84,952 (93%) 71,214 (94%)
Critical care admissions unique to the CCDS administrative data 5,281 (6%) 4,893 (6%)

Total
admissions
91,582

*Total unique
individuals = 76,019

*Total unique individuals: Some patients have multiple critical care admissions; a unique individual may have more than one
admission recorded in each flagged group.

Table 3: Age groups of patients on first admission to critical care

Age group at first ICU admission N %

17 to 30 4,690 6
31 to 40 4,316 6
41 to 50 6,999 9
51 to 60 11,125 15
61 to 70 17,720 23
71 to 80 19,762 26
80+ 11,407 15

Table 4: Numbers of patients with multiple admissions recorded in critical care

Multiple admissions N %

Patients with 2 admissions 8,562 11
Individuals with 3-5 admissions 2,518 3
Individuals with 6+ admissions 170 <1

Table 5: Numbers of admissions occurring in each deprivation quintile

Deprivation quintile Admissions %
at admission (91,582) (100)

1 (Most deprived) 21,131 23
2 19,470 21
3 19,116 21
4 15,457 17
5 (Least deprived) 13,020 14
*Missing 3388 4

* Missing : In Wales, deprivation quintile is based on residency within a lower layer super output area (LSOA) [30]. Where residential
data are missing for persons on their critical care admission date the deprivation quintile is unknown.

Table 6: Numbers of critical care admissions captured with supporting adjacent healthcare data

Associated healthcare admission/events N %

Admissions with a non-acute hospital admission recorded in the 7-days prior to the critical care admission 90,632 99
Admissions with an emergency admission recorded in the 7-days prior to the critical care admission 48,979 53
**Admissions with a primary care interaction/event recordedin the 7-days prior to the critical care admission 64,832 71

**Not all primary care general practices contribute their data to the SAIL Databank. Currently there is approximately 80% coverage
of practices and people in Wales.

sources with just over 7% recorded in a single data source
only.

In this latter group (admissions recorded in single
data source), there are a number of admission records
for individuals with very slight differences in the dates
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between the two data sources which could be interpreted
as the same admission. An examination into those with
a difference of 1 to 3 days between admission dates for
the same person accounted for fewer than 0.2% of the
admissions.

One interesting observation was that a higher percentage
of ‘CCDS only’ admissions were found to have a recorded date
of death within 5 days of the critical care admission date. Out
of the 753 admissions recorded in either ICNARC or CCDS
where the death occurred within 5 days of the admission,
144 (19%) were recorded in ICNARC and 609 (81%) were
recorded in CCDS. This finding could help inform ICNARC
data collection policies to ensure that patients who died shortly
after admission are not under-represented in the dataset.

In Stage 2, when extracting the dates for the
adjacent/recent admissions to a non-acute hospital episode
of care a further challenge was identified. This was due
to the disparity in approach that different hospitals adopt
when recording admissions and discharges between the
non-acute hospital episode of care and the transfers to
and from critical care. Some hospitals record the critical
care admission within a complete, single non-acute hospital
admission/discharge period while others create two separate
hospital admission/discharge records; one before transfer to
critical care and another when the patient is transferred
back to the non-acute ward. The methodology manages this
by recording the nearest non-acute hospital admission date
extracted from the hospital data and when available, the
date of the admission to hospital that is recorded within the
ICNARC data. In addition, when a patient is discharged from
and then re-admitted to critical care on the same day, it is
recorded as a single admission.

By integrating both ICNARC and the local routine
administrative CCDS admissions data into a cleaned dataset,
the methodology identifies and captures all possible critical
care admissions. The findings have shown that this was
an important step in curating the critical care cohort due
to the discrepancy between the two data sources. The
transparency of applying the methodology means that there
is less chance of introducing bias in the cohort of interest
by only considering admissions from a single data source and
reduces the risk of over-counting admissions due to duplicated
records and/or multiple admissions. A further advantage is
that it permits linkage back to all the original healthcare
data sources for the development and integration of associated
clinical, demographic, and administrative research questions.
Therefore, providing an efficient spine of all related healthcare
interactions for each critical care admission.

Although the value of the data created through use of
this methodology has been demonstrated within the SAIL
Databank, the methodology provides sufficient flexibility to be
adapted for use in other TREs where similar, regularly updated
electronic healthcare data are available.

Future developments

Within the SAIL Databank, the methodology has the potential
to form the basis of a research ready data asset that could be
run periodically to provide access to up-to-date admission data
for all individuals admitted to critical care.

Having access to primary care exposure and previous
interactions due to chronic health conditions prior to critical
admission, could help determine the relative contributions of
chronic decline in health versus severity of acute illness on
outcomes. Furthermore, examining characteristics associated
with critical care and hospital re-admissions, could help gain
a better understanding of patterns of healthcare utilisation.

Such an asset has the potential to provide a broader
platform from which to evaluate the healthcare interactions
surrounding critical admissions. It would also provide a
maintainable and consistent approach for ongoing critical care
related research.

There is also a recognition of the need, escalated by
the COVID-19 pandemic, to deliver high quality critical care
healthcare information that is accurate, accessible, and as up
to date as possible.

For the demonstration of the methodology, we did not
include any data from 2020 onwards as this was outside the
initial scope but there is an awareness that COVID-19 has
drastically impacted the recording of electronic healthcare data
across the UK and the world, especially early in the pandemic
[31].

The SAIL Databank regularly receives ICNARC data on
a quarterly basis, but as part of the national response to
COVID-19 it has also been receiving a weekly flow of ICNARC
COVID-19 only related critical care admission data, which
contains more recent coverage than the regular quarterly data
flow. The methodology can be easily modified to include this
additional third data source specifically for COVID-19.

Conclusion

The paper describes a methodology to create a single, cleaned,
anonymised, individual level, population scale dataset from
two independent critical care data sources, which also captures
the interactions of different healthcare services adjacent to
or near to each critical admission. To demonstrate the
methodology, it was applied to the data in the SAIL Databank.
The results showed that it can provide a means to easily
capture all critical admissions with onwards linkage to the
unfiltered, original data sources using the patient identifier
Anonymised Linkage Field and the relevant admission/event
date, ensuring no loss of data. It facilitates easy access to a
data-rich environment for events surrounding a critical care
admission, permitting a broad range of research questions
to be explored and enhancing research that seeks a better
understanding of the variation in patient pathways and
outcomes. The ability to create this broader view of critical
care should be beneficial for the design of appropriate follow-
up care and resource planning for a group of patients requiring
highly specialist care.
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Supplementary Appendix 1

Data structure for the INTEGRATE critical admissions table

The INTEGRATE table structure, generated by the methodology, is designed to capture all the critical admissions from two data
sources. The table is also designed to record the characteristics of the cases at each critical admission and the dates of the non-acute
hospital admissions, emergency admissions and primary care interactions within the chosen time frame. The source of the critical
admission is identified by means of a data source flag to identify those admissions common to both data sources (INTGRT) or
those admissions recorded in a single data source (CCDS or ICNARC).

Supplementary table 1: Abbreviations used in the paper

Field name Data type Description Valid entries

ALF Integer Unique Anonymised Linkage Field 10-digit integer
Week Of birth Date Monday of week of birth Valid date
Sex Character (1) Sex 1 = Male;2 = Female
Date of death Date Date of death Valid date
Main cause of death Character (5) Main cause of death ICD10 diagnosis code
Underlying cause of death Character (5) Underlying cause of death ICD10 diagnosis code
Critical care admission date Date Admission date to critical care Valid date
Data Source Flag Character (6) Data source where the critical care

admission was identified
‘CCDS’ ‘ICNARC’ ‘INTGRT’

LSOA code (Lower Layer Super
Output Area) at admission date

Character (9) Lower-layer Super Output Area
code (2011)

Welsh codes begin with ‘W’

Deprivation quintile (on critical
care admission date)

Integer Welsh Index of Multiple
Deprivation [30]

1 = most deprived
5 = least deprived

ICNARC hospital admission date Date Non-acute hospital admission date
from ICNARC

Valid date or NULL

Hospital admission date Prior to Date Non-acute admission date from
hospital records

Valid date or Null within time
frame of interest

Emergency admission date Date Admission date from emergency
admissions records

Valid date or Null within time
frame of interest

Date of primary care interaction
prior to critical admission

Date Date of interaction with primary
care services

Valid date or Null within time
frame of interest

Admission Sequence Integer Admission sequence number for
each ALF

Numeric value between 1 and
30

Supplementary Appendix 2
Supplementary table 2: Data structure generated by the INTEGRATE methodology

ADDE Annual district death extract
ALF Anonymised Linking Field
CC Critical Care
CCDS Critical care minimum dataset
EDDS Emergency department dataset
GP General practitioner (primary care)
ICD 10 International classification of diseases
ICNARC Intensive care national audit & research centre
ICU Intensive care unit
IGRP Information governance review panel
LSOA Lower super output area
PEDW Patient episode database for wales
SAIL Secure anonymised information linkage (databank)
WDSD Welsh demographic service dataset
WIMD Welsh index of multiple deprivation
WLGP Welsh longitudinal general practice dataset
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